Introduction.
In this paper we give a complete solution of a problem posed by E. Hopf concerning the influence of the dissipative part of a general Markov process. Let X be a space with points x, y, • • • , and subsets A, B, • • • , which form a field ï and {P"(x, A), n = l, xCX, AC'S] and transition probabilities, of a general Markov process. They will be supposed to be countably additive in A, ï-measurable in x and to satisfy the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation
Pn+\x, A) = f P\x, A)Pn(x, dy). J x
The transition probabilities define related operators in various Banach spaces. We define for the Banach space of finite measures m the transformation T by the equation
Tm(A) = f P\x, A)m(dx).
We suppose that there exists a positive measure m! on iF such that the set Mm> of m'-absolutely continuous measures is mapped into itself. It is known and trivial that this is essentially no restriction to impose on T. Let £1 be the Banach space of all m' integrable functions, and define a mapping L* of Li into itself by means of the following equation
L* is clearly positive and has norm less than or equal to one.
It is known [2, Theorem 8.1] that X splits into two disjoint sets C and D, X=C+D, the conservative and the dissipative part, respectively, of X, such that if pi is in L\, is non-negative, then Hopf [2, p. 44] asks the following question: is the limit of £*(/-/', p) (as « tends to infinity) zero almost everywhere on C, where /' = 714"*/? We answer this question affirmatively. This means that in considering the limit of £*(/, p) we may replace/ by/' and p by p' and thus obtain a separation of the conservative and dissipative parts of X.
1. Results and proofs. We state first the following lemmas: Lemma 1. If L* is a positive linear operator of Li into Li such that its norm is less than or equal to one, and if we define L*(f, p) = lim"J.K> £*(/, p) for f and p in £i and p positive, then £*(/, p) is well defined, and if {/"} is a sequence of functions tending to zero in the Li norm, then the measure of the set where L*if", p) = a tends to zero as n tends to infinity, for each a > 0. Proof. We may suppose without loss of generality that / is nonnegative. It follows from Lemma 1 of (1) Proof. We note first that it follows directly from Lemma 2 that and this means that the difference of (1.2) is equal to (in terms of the hi)
and each difference tends to zero separately (the last, of course, equals zero) by Lemma 2. To see that/< can be written as such a sum, note that since fi = Lc2ZLDf+LDf, vol. 4 (1960) pp. 153-160.
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